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Summary 

During 27 February – 3 March 2017, the FRACTAL embedded researchers workshop was 

held in Cape Town, South Africa. This workshop was designed to introduce all the 

embedded researchers working on the project to important concepts and methods that 

are being implemented within FRACTAL. Furthermore, the workshop was designed to 

take place during the week of the Fifth International Conference on Climate Services to 

capitalise on this capacity-building opportunity. 

Six embedded researchers took part in the workshop, travelling from areas within Cape 

Town, Durban, Harare, Lusaka and Windhoek.  
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Introduction and background to the workshop report 

During 27 February – 3 March 2017, the FRACTAL embedded researchers workshop was 

held in Cape Town, South Africa. This workshop was designed to introduce all the 

embedded researchers working on the project to important concepts and methods that 

are being implemented within FRACTAL. Furthermore, the workshop was designed to 

take place during the week of the Fifth International Conference on Climate Services 

(ICCS5) to capitalise on this capacity-building opportunity.  

Six embedded researchers took part in the workshop, travelling from areas within Cape 

Town, Durban, Harare, Lusaka and Windhoek.  

This report provides an overview of the workshop process, along with outcomes and 

lessons learned from particular sessions. The FRACTAL-specific sessions were fairly 

informal with the intention of providing as much space for questions and conversations 

about important topics as possible. 

Workshop process and outcomes 

Day 1 

Getting to know each other 
After initial introductions, the researchers participated in a “river of life” activity, during 

which each reflected on their life path that led them to be in the particular position of 

FRACTAL embedded researchers. The researchers drew their “rivers of life” (see images 

below) to illustrate this path. This activity provided an opportunity for the researchers to 

learn about each other’s diverse backgrounds. 

 

 

 

The FRACTAL bigger picture (work packages, clusters and approaches) was also 

http://www.climate-services.org/iccs/iccs5/
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introduced using the elements of the FRACTAL infographic (see below). 

 

 

 

What is the ER in the Context of transdisciplinary research, knowledge co-production and co-
exploration? 
This session was based on the working paper that has been developed within FRACTAL 

entitled Transdisciplinarity, co-production and co-exploration: integrating knowledge across 

science, policy and practice in FRACTAL. In summary, the three approaches to work, city 

engagements, and learning in FRACTAL were introduced to the researchers, with lots of 

time set aside for questions and discussions. 

For more information contact Anna Taylor at annactaylor@gmail.com and Alice McClure 

at alice@csag.uct.ac.za.  

 

Navigating the complex world of transdisciplinarity in FRACTAL 
This session was opened by Lulu van Rooyen, the embedded researcher from Durban, 

who attended the Intrepid Knowledge Barcelona Training school on transdisciplinarity. 

Lulu provided on overview of the theory that was discussed at this training school, along 

with her insights about how projects are operationalising the concept of 

transdisciplinarity. These insights are summarised in a blog entitled “I am who I am 

because of what we are” – building trust in our Transdisciplinary projects (plus some reflections 

on my trip to the Barcelona Training School). It has been shared on the FRACTAL website. 

The team then discussed the different ways in which FRACTAL is operationalising the 

mailto:annactaylor@gmail.com
mailto:alice@csag.uct.ac.za
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concepts of transdisciplinarity, co-production and co-exploration. 

For more information contact Lulu van Rooyen at pretorius.lulu@gmail.com and Alice 

McClure at alice@csag.uct.ac.za.  

 

‘Burning questions’ raised by the embedded researchers 
Before the workshop, a request was made to the embedded researchers to develop 3-5 

questions that they hoped would be answered during the workshop. These questions 

were collected at the end of the first day and are presented below (grouped into themes). 

 

FRACTAL project 

● What is the intention, the processes, the roleplayers of FRACTAL? 

● Who comes up with research ideas and proposals? 

● What was the basis for selecting the countries / cities for the FRACTAL project and why 

only southern Africa? 

● What do city-regions entail? 

● How does the FRACTAL approach compare to or complement similar research in other 

continents? Does it factor in best practices from other projects or hope to produce 

other best practices for other big projects? 

● How will all the findings from different sources, cities and research styles be 

consolidated into one ‘scientifically’ acceptable output? 

● Is there an answer to the ‘so what’ question? What happens after the project; any 

follow up on progress? 

● How will the resilient pathways developed by FRACTAL be maintained and improved 

after the duration of the project? 

 

TD approach 

● The Working Paper addresses how it will overcome TD challenges of working across 

disciplines and partners, but how does it address criticisms of TD approaches citing 

the lack of a coherent framework and a commonly accepted methodology? 

● Is TD only applicable in research that is focused on decision-making and governance? 

● Working in a TD space requires accepting the ‘parity of esteem’; how do we find a 

balance between respecting diplomacy and appealing to expert opinion where 

relevant? 

● How will all the findings from different sources, cities and research styles be 

consolidated into one ‘scientifically’ acceptable output? 

 

Embedded research 

● What are the embedded researchers’ roles and responsibilities? 

● What exactly do the other embedded researchers do? What are their day-to-day 

responsibilities? 

● How to divide time between the local authority and the university for embedded 

researcher? 

mailto:pretorius.lulu@gmail.com
mailto:alice@csag.uct.ac.za
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● What is the expected output from my embedded research at the city council? 

● Ideas for papers on the FRACTAL process in cities - how does one get these papers 

published? 

● What opportunities are there for training in various skills for the embedded 

researcher? 

● How often should embedded researcher's blog? 

● How can I find the shadow spaces and better embed myself through them? 

● Barriers to decision-making at a city level can result from a number of things, two 

common ones being (1) the nature of climate information that is presented and how 

it’s presented and (2) governance problems and political agendas - the second one 

especially can be quite problematic to navigate as an embedded researcher, what are 

your experiences thus far? 

● When are work plans submitted and to who? 

● What does the monthly embedded researcher reporting entail? When, how and to 

whom do these need to be submitted?  

 

Climate services 

● What are climate services all about and who are the roleplayers? 

● How to get climate services documented in each city? 

 

Day 2 

 

Attendance at conference 
The researchers attended the opening day of the ICCS5. For an overview of the 

conference programme, see Annex 3. The following broad themes were covered during 

this first day: i) climate services in Africa; ii) learning from success and failure; iii) 

operationalisation of climate services 

During lunch at the conference, the researchers took part in an informal session on 

FRACTAL’s learning approach. This included an introduction to the learning framework, 

along with a discussion of the processes that will facilitate learning in FRACTAL, including 

learning journals, monthly reports and the embedded researcher channel on slack. 

 

Day 3 

 

Attendance at conference 
For the first half of day 3, the researchers attended ICCS5 sessions. These included a 

keynote on capacity building and a marketplace for climate services activities.  

 

How do climate services relate to FRACTAL? 
After morning attendance at the conference, a session was run on how climate services 

relate to FRACTAL. In particular, the narrative approach was discussed with the 
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researchers, Chris Jack of the climate information cluster, and a number of other FRACTAL 

team members. Rosalind West, manager of the Future Climate For Africa (FCFA) 

programme at DFID, also attended this session. Listen to a recording of this session here 

(note: only available to those who have access to the FRACTAL Google Drive). 

For more information contact Chris Jack at cjack@csag.uct.ac.za.  

 

Attendance at conference 
In the afternoon, the researchers attended parallel sessions at the ICCS5, which focussed 

on mutual learning in climate service. Thereafter, the researchers attended the 

conference dinner at Moyo, Kirstenbosch Gardens. 

 

Day 4 

 

Attendance at conference 
For the first part of day 4, the researchers attended ICCS5 sessions. These included a 

keynote on innovation and local knowledge and presentations on frontiers and the next 

wave of climate services.  

 

Introduction to governance theory and methods used in FRACTAL 
After lunch, the embedded researchers took part in a FRACTAL-specific session on the 

governance work that is being undertaken in FRACTAL. During this session, FRACTAL team 

members gave presentations on: i) general governance theory; and ii) governance 

research frameworks that are being applied in FRACTAL, particularly regarding political 

discourse, politics and planning; and actor mapping. The researchers were also provided 

with information on how to undertake social research (i.e. interviews and surveys). 

For more information, contact Katinka Waagsaether at katinka@csag.uct.ac.za, Davison 

Muchadenyika at muchadenyikad@gmail.com, Dianne Scott at 

diannescott.dbn@gmail.com or Jess Kavonic at jessica.kavonic@iclei.org.  

 

Day 5 

 

Methods: Decision making process and support methods  
The first session of day 5 focussed on the decision-making work that is being undertaken 

within FRACTAL. Team members from SEI who had attended the ICCS5 presented on the 

approaches that are being implemented within FRACTAL (e.g. review of decision support 

tools). This session also provided an overview of the role that the embedded researchers 

will play in the decision making work.  

For more information contact Sukaina Bharwani at sukainabharwani.sei@gmail.com 

 

mailto:cjack@csag.uct.ac.za
mailto:katinka@csag.uct.ac.za
mailto:muchadenyikad@gmail.com
mailto:diannescott.dbn@gmail.com
mailto:jessica.kavonic@iclei.org
mailto:sukainabharwani.sei@gmail.com
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Learning from week, managing learning & documenting city learning going forward 
After discussing the decision making work, another session was held on FRACTAL learning 

(following on from the session on the second day of the workshop). This session focussed 

on city learning, lessons that were learned during the week, and managing learning 

processes. An important part of this session was the focus on the iterative learning 

process that is being implemented within FRACTAL. 

For more information, contact Bettina Koelle at Koelle@climatecentre.org and Monica 

Coll Besa at monica.coll.besa.sei@gmail.com.  

 

Reflections 

At the end of the workshop, a request was made to the researchers to reflect on their 

time at the workshop. These reflections are presented below.  

● Co-production / co-design is a buzzword but most operating in the climate services 

space still seem to be doing it quite superficially, FRACTAL is quite cutting edge in 

that respect and so it is exciting to be part of it because the project is designed to 

address many of the challenges people raised in the conference; 

● People are not yet designing projects that commit the time required to really do “co”, 

whereas FRACTAL has invested that time in the start-up phase many other projects 

seem to be saying they do “co” but are still pushing through short time frames; 

● Great that FRACTAL is not prescribing user needs but really trying to find out what 

they are in the cities 

● Uncertainty in the climate projections still seems to be a big challenge when 

engaging with decision-makers – how do we work with or around that? The 

narratives seem to be one way of tackling this by starting a conversation about a 

range of possibilities and implications in a way that is accessible and engaging to 

non-experts in climate science in order to provoke questions and discussions, much 

more so than presenting graphs and numbers. 

● It’s important to focus on what we are more certain about, as well as being clear 

about what is uncertain – this is a topic to engage more with the climate information 

cluster on; 

● Even with all the co-production talk at the conference it still seems as if the flows are 

all one way, that scientists and researchers are still seen in the privileged position of 

being the knowledge producers and that that knowledge then flows out to others; 

● The conference talks were mostly very dense, using slides with way too much text on 

it, which seems ironic seeing as the aim is improved communication of climate 

information 

● Surprised how heavily the programme focussed on the production and 

communication of climate information and how little there was on adaptation 

practices 

The researchers also filled out an online survey to provide feedback on the conference. 

The information collected through this exercise is presented below.

mailto:Koelle@climatecentre.org
mailto:monica.coll.besa.sei@gmail.com
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1. Name 2. City 3. What are the three you 

learned from the workshop 

and ICCS5 that are likely to 

stick with you? 

4. What are three 

things you plan to 

do as next steps 

after the workshop? 

What skills 

have you 

gained through 

the workshop 

that might help 

with your 

work? 

Do you 

have any 

unanswer

ed 

questions 

after the 

workshop

? 

What did you 

particularly like / 

enjoy about the 

workshop? 

8. What do 

you think 

could be 

improved on?  

9. Will you 

produce any 

outputs from 

the 

workshop/ICC

S5 that will be 

shared within 

your 

network?  

Sandra 

Zenda 

Harare Climate narratives, 

transdisciplinary research 

approach and collaboration 

in climate services. 

Use the climate 

narratives approach 

in communicating 

climate projections 

and adaptations; 

and having a 

transdisciplinary 

approach in all 

projects even post-

FRACTAL. 

Basis for 

transdisciplinar

y and 

collaborative 

research 

None as 

of now. 

Learning new 

things and getting 

to have a good 

understanding of 

them as they were 

expressed in 

different ways 

from different 

perspectives in 

such a way as to 

simplify most of 

the aspects taught. 

All issues I 

had were 

answered 

such as 

interaction of 

ERs in their 

different 

cities for 

learning 

purposes. 

Use of 

climate 

narratives 

and 

transdisciplin

arity 

approaches. 

Kornelia Windhoek 1. Local knowledge needs 

to be considered into 

Climate Services.  

2. Embedded Researchers 

roles are diverse and 

unique to each 

City/Country.  

3. With all projects or 

programs on related to 

Climate Change or Climate 

Services political will should 

be there.   

1. By attending the 

City Learning Lab I 

shall be able to 

understand and find 

out what the City 

"burning issues" are 

and see how it goes 

forward to 

identifying research 

areas. 

2. Collect and Read 

City of Windhoek's 

documents related 

to the NEXUS. 

1. Networking 

with people 

from different 

backgrounds. 

2. 

Communicatio

n and 

integration of 

different 

disciples is very 

important. 

None for 

now. 

The networking 

with people 

around the world 

and their interest 

in hearing about 

the FRACTAL 

project. 

All was well 

organised.  

Input such as 

report backs 

of 

presentations 

or blog? 
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3. Work on my 

workplan. 

Brenda Lusaka The concept of the third 

space. climate services 

being tailored for the users 

in terms of adaptation. 

How to do the actor 

mapping during the 

governance side event 

complete the Lusaka 

organogram. 

Develop the 

proposal for the 

local research on 

water security. 

Assist in the 

mainstreaming of 

climate change into 

the Lusaka city 

council strategic 

plan 

Skill in actor 

mapping and 

networking  

When 

does the 

cross 

learning of 

cities 

begin? 

The many options 

in the side events  

The climate 

service aspect 

should 

include 

adaptation 

services as 

well as draw 

from a 

spectrum of 

practitioners 

in order to 

promote 

transdisciplin

arity. 

A report on 

the 

conference 

and side 

events. A blog 

Lulu Durban 1. I understand now on 

what climate information 

and services entail 

(previously heard the term 

used often, but had no 

concept of it). 

2.  It appears as if 

everyone, even people not 

so involved in TD projects 

like FRACTAL, are realizing 

the issue of 'information 

translation', and the 

understanding the 

language of the user. 

3. I understand the role of 

the embedded researchers 

better now, and I learnt a 

lot about the FRACTAL 

processes, concepts and 

ideas, which I didn't really 

1. Finalize proposal 

and work plan 

2. Host my first 

workshop with the 

academic and 

municipal partners 

in D'RAP 

3. Finalize my 

literature review on 

indicators 

4. Set up meetings 

with biodiversity 

experts 

I cannot yet 

perceive any 

major new 

skills or 

competencies, 

but I do feel 

that my 

perspective has 

been 

broadened a 

lot, and I see 

things in a 

much more 

holistic way 

now. 

  I appreciated that 

other members of 

the FRACTAL team 

were brought into 

our workshop to 

convey 

information about 

their role in 

FRACTAL and how 

they and the ERs 

should 

complement each 

other. The annual 

event is simply too 

large to 

immediately 

understand how 

everything and 

everyone fit 

together, and who 

I really 

enjoyed it, 

can't think of 

much to 

change right 

now. I did 

sometimes 

feel that the 

workshop 

and the ICCS5 

together was 

quite an 

information 

overload, 

especially 

since 

everything 

(people, 

concepts, 

information) 

Not that I 

know of yet.  
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get at the annual event last 

year. 

you should be 

linking up with (it is 

also not the space 

for this, which is 

why the ER week 

was so valuable) 

at the ICCS5 

was also very 

new to all of 

us.  

Rudo 

Mamom

be 

Harare 1) My roles as an 

embedded researcher and 

the expected outputs as 

well as an understanding of 

the whole FRACTAL project 

2) Qualitative data 

collection methods that I 

will make use of during the 

project in order to obtain 

the required information 

3) Different methods of 

providing climate 

information to different 

types of users 

Developing field 

work sampling tools 

Data collection in 

the City of Harare 

for the CUT START 

GCE Project 

Engaging with 

different 

stakeholders in the 

city of Harare so as 

to gain an 

understanding of 

the decision making 

process in the city as 

well as to learn from 

them/collaborate in 

order to build 

resilient pathways 

for the water and 

energy sector in the 

city of Harare 

Research skills 

i.e. data 

collection 

methods 

Networking 

skills 

Collaboration 

with 

stakeholders 

from different 

disciplines 

Innovation in 

offering climate 

services 

Effective 

communication 

Ability to work 

in a team 

  The networking 

with the other 

embedded 

researchers, 

getting to know 

each other at a 

personal level 

which now makes 

it easier for us to 

work together and 

help each other 

when  we face 

challenges. It was 

also great learning 

about what other 

ERs are doing in 

their cities which 

formed a basis for 

future 

collaborations and 

knowledge 

exchange 

I think 

everything 

was well 

planed but 

perhaps 

there is need 

for more time 

as the 

answering of 

ERs questions 

part was not 

covered 

Workshop 

and 

Conference 

report 

Jessica 

Lee 

Cape 

Town 

During the work shop there 

was a tutorial run by Di on 

how to conduct Social 

Science research. I found 

this overview very helpful.  

 

perceived failures (i.e. the 

difficulty to embed myself 

start writing a 

journal of my 

experiences at the 

city 

 

take considerable 

notes of things that I 

think have not gone 

Workshop: 

skills in 

conducting 

social science 

research, 

working in a 

interdisciplinar

y setting - 

  Openness of 

discussions, River 

of life game at the 

start, supportive 

environment.  

It was 

stressful 

running the 

workshop in 

conjunction 

with the 

Conference. I 

felt a bit 

In discussion 

with the other 

ER's it was 

agreed that it 

would be 

helpful to run 

a short 

webinar/zoo
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at the city) are not 

necessarily failures but 

important things to learn 

from and document in the 

FRACTAL project.  

 

Much of the focus of the 

ICCS5 conference was  on 

co-production with users of 

climate services, and a 

need to shift to better 

methods. What I found 

interesting was few 

presentations offered 

methods for achieving this. 

this flagged a need for 

further research in this 

field, and the vital 

relevance of the fractal 

project.  

well with the city, 

not only things that 

went well.  

explaining and 

understanding 

methods used 

in other 

disciplines, 

languages 

used, questions 

asked.  

 

ICCS5: 

developing a 

poster. 

presenting a 

poster, 

developing 

confidence in 

networking and 

engaging with 

others 

regarding my 

work. 

stretched and 

didn't feel 

that I could 

be present at 

both fully. I 

probably 

would have 

found it 

better to have 

run an extra 

day separate 

to the 

conference.  

m call where I 

will run 

through the 

narratives 

and their 

purpose in 

further detail 

as the ER's 

were feeling a 

little unsure 

of them. This 

will be carried 

out in the 

next 3 weeks.  

 

Next steps for FRACTAL 

Embedded researchers call on 4 April 2017: the next official embedded researchers call will take place on 4 April 2017. At this call, the 

questions raised by the researchers will be revisited to be sure they have all been answered.  

Blog on lessons learned during the workshop: a blog on the embedded researcher workshop will be developed from the feedback and 

reflections that have been gathered. This blog will be shared on the FRACTAL website during the month of April 2017. 

Workplans: workplans will be developed with the embedded researchers who have not yet done so.  
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Annex 1: Attendance list and participants’ details 

 

Name City Email 

Brenda Mwalukanga Lusaka lunela2004@gmail.com 

Jessica Lee Cape Town jessica22lee@gmail.com 

Kornelia Ipinge Windhoek kornelia.iipinge@gmail.com 

Lulu van Rooyen Durban pretorius.lulu@gmail.com 

Rudo Mamombe Harare mamomberudo92@gmail.com 

Sandra Zenda Harare zendasandra@gmail.com 
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Annex 2: Workshop programme 

 

Session 

slot 

Aim of session Activity People 

leading 

Related resources 

Monday 27 Feb: venue in EGS Building, Upper Campus, UCT 

08:30-

09:00 

Arrival 

09:00-

10:30 

Get to know each 

other and build a 

sense of team; 

See the FRACTAL 

big picture and 

where ERs fit in  

Introductions game 

(river of life); 

Talk through the 

infographic 

Anna T  

Alice  

Infographic 

10:30-

11:00 

Tea/coffee 

11:00-

12:30 

 

What is ER in the 

context of 

transdisciplinary 

research, 

knowledge-co-

production & co-

exploration & 

Why we think it’s 

needed?  

Exercise visualizing what 

it is to be an ER; 

Presentation based on 

working paper plus CC as 

wicked problem & city as 

complex governance 

landscape 

Anna T 

 

With  

Alice 

and Di 

for Q&A 

FRACTAL Working 

Paper on 

transdisciplinarity, co-

production and co-

exploration 

(forthcoming) 

12:30-

13:30 

Lunch 

13:30-

15:00 

Monday 

PM, post-

lunch 

Navigating the 

complex world of 

transdisciplinarity 

in FRACTAL 

 

Plenty of time for 

Q&A 

 

 

Input from Lulu on 

lessons from Barcelona 

TD workshop 

 

TD practicalities in 

FRACTAL: clusters, task 

teams, communications, 

governance 

(use graphic to link 

clusters to tasks); SOGs 

as opportunity to fund 

Alice M 

Lulu 

 

With  

Anna T 

and Di 

for Q&A 

ER Welcome Pack; 

Cluster Work Plans 

(City learning, climate 

information, decision 

making, nexus and 

cross-cutting); 

Task Team lists; 

Communications 

guidance & branding 

guidelines; 

Governance 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1U1GkeyK9hOWk56Wlp5UFdaTGM
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13IraJVcvNrBKEiDWbRWxKtP041JW3zzGYj62tQQ-zjM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WJ-YOKJVgkwlTl3iHiQAuAngAoBaK0iw99KyzAlhNTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17-AGFEFUQUwvVWNpUEGGfSdtLJNaAl1U4Vt6258kfIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17-AGFEFUQUwvVWNpUEGGfSdtLJNaAl1U4Vt6258kfIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dGnzLpL7G-h22PW5yYL9cZ7cHCrZgr7HDQBpXyCeXTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dGnzLpL7G-h22PW5yYL9cZ7cHCrZgr7HDQBpXyCeXTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fDJIqnBWsr7ACqQHojNYnJ-DYA5TudfzQDLGggHl_Ig/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qbruQGL6ESPKkS4Za6_zVoJUg1iLh0lHy3pFmVqcaek/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12aBpAIDYndoh5OwA1nzP6uA7qe98M1XEr8UYG5pW-_k/edit#gid=940883692
https://docs.google.com/document/d/154P3YsgPUyrmnB9Orrt_xrRKW9HZ3rW2EhTsHbz4bsg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/154P3YsgPUyrmnB9Orrt_xrRKW9HZ3rW2EhTsHbz4bsg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VuCHzsHJ2SulqdPcIU31KmiK86nStqkDwA4LB1DyBck/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VuCHzsHJ2SulqdPcIU31KmiK86nStqkDwA4LB1DyBck/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1k55_ByfbGaSYgqzWNLuM8_7wDCtJesP8kH9yfh9hWPs/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
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additional TD activities framework; 

SOG guidelines 

(currently being 

revised) 

15:00-

15:30 

Tea/coffee 

15:30-

17:00 

Monday 

PM, post-

tea 

Introduce work 

plans; plan for the 

week, including 

logistics and 

expected outputs 

Have participants share 

their 3-5 questions they 

hope to find answers to 

during the week 

Anna T 

Alice 

 

ER work plan 

template; 

FRACTAL blogs 

Tuesday 28 Feb: ICCS5 Conference venue, Lagoon Beach Hotel 

All day at ICCS5 conference sessions; get familiar with the themes of the conference during 

opening plenary sessions; workshop participants to choose which parallel sessions they wish to 

attend during the afternoon slots 

13:00 - 

13:30, over 

lunch 

please all 

sit 

together at 

one table 

An informal session 

introducing 

FRACTAL’s 

learning approach 

Intro to: 

-Learning Journals 

-Value Narratives from 

Wenger Framework  

Monica MEL Handbook;  

Learning Checklist; 

Learning Diagram;  

Wenger framework;  

2-pager on Learning 

Journals (forthcoming) 

Wednesday 1 March:  ICCS5 Conference venue, Lagoon Beach Hotel 

9:00-10:00 Attend ICCS5 plenary conference sessions 

10:00-

10:45 

Attend ICCS5 marketplace: have a look around and use it as a networking 

opportunity  

10:45-

11:15 

Tea/coffee 

11:15-

12:30 

How do climate 

services relate to 

FRACTAL? 

Round of reflections on 

most interesting thing I 

learned today about 

climate services; 

Presentation and 

discussion on climate 

narratives (what are 

they, how do we develop 

Chris J 

Anna S 

Jess L 

Climate narratives 

concept note  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1k55_ByfbGaSYgqzWNLuM8_7wDCtJesP8kH9yfh9hWPs/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GbPCAx1CyC-lLPjKyLgkqUASGjKKqjJ3rsOntLPqTzs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GbPCAx1CyC-lLPjKyLgkqUASGjKKqjJ3rsOntLPqTzs/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.fractal.org.za/2017/02/20/reflecting-on-the-first-city-dialogue-lusaka-water-resources-and-climate-change/
http://www.climate-services.org/iccs/iccs5/conference-programme/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15TD7fIS8G2zYs84p6t5AW7aBVylu17D3AhVfbwx6k1o/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BfI-0e3oYzySzljIVZoLeuxFGif8T6gtgogJQwiwJB8/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B1U1GkeyK9hOSmRBNXhJY2NUcW8
http://www.leerarchitectuur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Value-creation-Wenger-De-Laat-Trayner.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1U1GkeyK9hOcndWWVBqVVZEazg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1U1GkeyK9hOcndWWVBqVVZEazg/view?usp=sharing
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them, what do we do 

with them?) 

12:30-

13:45 

Lunch 

12:40-

13:40 

(optional) 

Participate in ICCS5 side event: Mapping climate services across Africa 

Session leads: Arame Tall (GFCS), Colin.McQuistan (Practical Action) 

13:45-

17:15 

Attend ICCS5 sessions; workshop participants to choose which parallel sessions 

they wish to attend during the afternoon slots 

17:30 ICCS5 conference dinner 

Thursday 2 March: ICCS5 Conference venue, Lagoon Beach Hotel 

9:00-12:30 Attend ICCS5 sessions: Focus on innovation and frontiers in climate services 

12:30-

13:30 

Lunch 

13:30-

15:15 

 

Introduction to 

governance 

theory and 

methods used in 

FRACTAL 

 

a) Introduction to 

governance theory b) 

Politics and planning 

c) Urban governance 

fieldwork methods 

Di 

Davison 

Governance concept 

note 

15:15-

15:45 

Tea: reflecting on 

days 1-4 and 

identifying 

emerging 

opportunities 

Revisit 3-5 questions 

each, what answers have 

been found, what still 

looking for?  

Anna T 

Alice 

 

15:45-

17:15 

 

Methods: Actor 

mapping; 

Discourse analysis  

Presentation and 

exercise  

Katinka 

Jess K 

Di 

Discourse analysis 

concept note 

Friday 3 March:  venue in EGS Building, Upper Campus, UCT 

09:00-

10:00 

 

Methods: Decision 

making process 

and support 

methods - what 

role for ERs in 

Review as backdrop / 

context, focus on 

application of a few 

methods they may use 

Sukaina Decision methods 

review (draft) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UIEzyGpDNGKJmI_gkOetvNAThep5UtioYDZ4CBaGfCY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UIEzyGpDNGKJmI_gkOetvNAThep5UtioYDZ4CBaGfCY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o7UWiGwTYTsnQ-qDB7ZP6atNfQ2QyfwJn-ByZ5xfD0I/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o7UWiGwTYTsnQ-qDB7ZP6atNfQ2QyfwJn-ByZ5xfD0I/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B1fr192lvS9UUUJuQlE5d1YyMGM?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B1fr192lvS9UUUJuQlE5d1YyMGM?usp=sharing
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application 

10:00-

11:00 

 

Reflect on learning 

from week & how to 

manage own 

learning & 

document city 

learning going 

forward 

 

Managing own learning 

process, sharing 

experiences & 

questions; 

Learning Labs;  

Inspiration Book;  

Video reflection 

interviews 

Monica  

Bettina 

 

City Learning Labs 

summary 

MEL Handbook;  

Learning Checklist; 

Learning Diagram;  

Wenger framework;  

2-pager on Learning 

Journals (forthcoming) 

11:00-

12:00 

 

Work planning 

and closing 

 

Start populating WP 

template with specifics 

for their city, referring to 

cluster work plans 

Alice 

Anna T 

ER work plan 

template; Cluster 

Work Plans:  City 

learning, climate 

information, decision 

making, nexus and 

cross-cutting 

12:00 Light finger lunch 

PM Hot desks will be available for anyone wanting to do some work before heading to 

the airport. Alternatively, with guidance from those living in Cape Town, you can 

visit shops or local sight-seeing spots.  

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dDHgJ_4dfjFoVvhjBlbCpmimsPEtNPxZk8GEy0KV25E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dDHgJ_4dfjFoVvhjBlbCpmimsPEtNPxZk8GEy0KV25E
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15TD7fIS8G2zYs84p6t5AW7aBVylu17D3AhVfbwx6k1o/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BfI-0e3oYzySzljIVZoLeuxFGif8T6gtgogJQwiwJB8/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B1U1GkeyK9hOSmRBNXhJY2NUcW8
http://www.leerarchitectuur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Value-creation-Wenger-De-Laat-Trayner.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GbPCAx1CyC-lLPjKyLgkqUASGjKKqjJ3rsOntLPqTzs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GbPCAx1CyC-lLPjKyLgkqUASGjKKqjJ3rsOntLPqTzs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WJ-YOKJVgkwlTl3iHiQAuAngAoBaK0iw99KyzAlhNTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WJ-YOKJVgkwlTl3iHiQAuAngAoBaK0iw99KyzAlhNTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17-AGFEFUQUwvVWNpUEGGfSdtLJNaAl1U4Vt6258kfIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17-AGFEFUQUwvVWNpUEGGfSdtLJNaAl1U4Vt6258kfIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dGnzLpL7G-h22PW5yYL9cZ7cHCrZgr7HDQBpXyCeXTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dGnzLpL7G-h22PW5yYL9cZ7cHCrZgr7HDQBpXyCeXTE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fDJIqnBWsr7ACqQHojNYnJ-DYA5TudfzQDLGggHl_Ig/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qbruQGL6ESPKkS4Za6_zVoJUg1iLh0lHy3pFmVqcaek/edit
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Annex 3: ICCS5 programme 
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